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444 JEFFREYS What then is the origin of the word Niger
Because it flows through the land of the Negroes which for the
Arabs was the Sudan Nigey was at first erroneously derived from
the Latin world niger meaning black.

www.persee.fr/doc/cea_0008-0055_1964_num_4_15_3019
Niger : Origins of the Word - Persée

Nigger - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigger

Overview Contents Etymology and history Usages Related words

In the English language, the word nigger is a racial slur typically directed
at black people. The word originated as a variation of the Spanish and
Portuguese noun negro, a descendant of the Latin adjective niger. It was
often used derogatorily, and by the mid-twentieth century, particularly in
the United States, its usage became unambiguously pejorative, a racisâ€¦
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Nigger | Define Nigger at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/nigger
" Slang phrase nigger in the woodpile attested by 1800; "A mode of accounting for the
disappearance of fuel; an unsolved mystery" [R.H. Thornton, "American Glossary," 1912].
Nigger heaven "the top gallery in a (segregated) theater" first attested 1878 in reference to
Troy, N.Y.

Spanish · Nigger Heaven · Nigger of The Narcissus

Where did the word 'nigger' come from? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/Where-did-the-word-nigger-come-from
An alternative word for African Americans was the English word, "Black", used by
Thomas Jefferson in his Notes on the State of Virginia. Among Anglophones, the word
nigger was not always considered derogatory, because it then denoted "black-skinned", a
common Anglophone usage.

THE ORIGINAL MEANING OF THE "N" WORD
www.raceandhistory.com/cgi-bin/forum/webbbs_config.pl?md=read;id=127
In many African languages particularly the Niger-Congo language family. Words that
connects with people, Gods, and groups begin with "n" and that word is always the first
word. For instance, the word "Nkosi" in Xhosa is "God." The word "Ndaba," in another
South African language is "counsil" (or gathering of elders).

Nigger | Definition of Nigger by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/nigger
Nigger is an infamous word ... There is a widespread belief that the original meaning of
nigger, ... from Spanish or Portuguese negro, from negro black, from Latin niger.

meaning - how did the epithet "nigger" come into usage ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/53904/how-did-the...
how did the epithet â€œniggerâ€� come into usage? ... Since a four syllable word is
difficult to pronounce anyway for the ... As Barrie explains "Niger" even means ...

Niger definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/niger
Niger definition: a landlocked republic in West Africa : important since earliest times for
its... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

The Etymological Origins of the Word Nigeria â€“ Lion ...
www.africaresource.com/rasta/sesostris-the-great-the-egyptian...
The Etymological Origins of the Word Nigeria. The name Niger-ia, or Nigger area was
given to that country by the mistress of one of the most evil-minded genocidal murders of
Muurs named Lord (Bloodclat!)

Niger | Define Niger at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/niger
Word Origin and History for niger Niger. African nation, named for the river Niger,
mentioned by that name 1520s (Leo Africanus), probably an alteration ...

Nigger: The Strange Career of a Troublesome Word
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/style/longterm/books/chap1/nigger.htm
Jan 11, 2001 · The Protean N-Word. How should nigger ... No one knows precisely when
or how niger turned derisively into nigger ... Throughout American history, nigger ...

Niger | The amazing name Niger: meaning and etymology
www.abarim-publications.com/Meaning/Niger.html
An indepth look at the meaning and etymology of the awesome name Niger. We'll
discuss the original Greek, plus the words and names Niger is related to, plus the
occurences of this name in the Bible.
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